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Marie Curie Early-Stage Researcher Fellowship FP7-PEOPLE-2012-INT,
project nÂ°317446, INFIERI " INtelligent Fast Interconnected and
Efficient Devices for Frontier Exploitation in Research and Industry "

Development of Pixel Tracking Trigger in the CMS experiment at LHC LIP,
LaboratÃ³rio de InstrumentaÃ§Ã£o e PartÃculas, Lisbon, Portugal

Position: ESR fellowship within the Marie Curie ITN INFIERI Project.
Duration: 3 years. Application Deadline: The vacancy is open until a
suitable candidate has been found.

Training Network: INFIERI* is an inter-disciplinary, multi-national
initiative to train a generation of young physicists and engineers in
the new domain of intelligent and fast devices useful for Astrophysics,
Medical and Particle physics, and in telecommunications. These research
fields usually need to handle data at high rates from multiple
distributed sources. The sources can be very close or widely dispersed
in space, such as an array of pixelated devices assembled into a
particle detector like CMS or a large area terrestrial telescopes spread
over kilometers. Although different in size, both cases have very
similar needs in terms of the treatment of the information. All these
instruments require very similar performances in terms of high-level
intelligence embedded in the instrument itself, high granularity
implying large amount of information to be treated, very high speed to
treat the high flux of information, high level of reliability, fault
tolerance and robustness. This network will address the related high
technology developments needed to overcome these challenging issues.

ESR Research Project: The objective of this ESR research project is to
develop the design of a Pixel Tracking Trigger for the L1 Trigger System
of the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of CERN. For
the High Luminosity LHC phase, the p-p collision rate will increase from
30 up to nearly 200 pileup events every 25 ns, which will impose a
drastic revision of the current Level 1 (L1) trigger system. In fact the
calorimeters and the muon systems will not be able to provide precise
enough information to select the interesting events among the many
observed. The high degree of granularity of the tracker is the only mean
to provide the required suppression at the L1. In this project the
concept and design of a tracking trigger using the information of
silicon pixel detectors in the CMS experiment will be developed. The
Pixel Detector is sensitive to charged particles and is formed by four
layers of pixel sensors of about 100 microns, in a total of about 100
million pixels. Simulation tools will be used to simulate proton
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collisions and the signals induced by the charged particles in the pixel
sensors. Track reconstruction algorithms suitable for the L1 trigger
will be evaluated using simulation data. This study will be followed by
the development of the concept of the hardware system, including the
front-end processing, data seeding and transmission, and far-end
processing. This phase is followed by the hardware/firmware
architectural design of a system applied to the CMS experiment upgrade.
The design is complemented by a firmware simulator, which would allow
proving the viability of the concept. The development of a hardware
demonstrator will be pursued in the final part of the project.

PhD program: The selected candidate will have the opportunity to
integrate the research work developed in this project in a PhD thesis
submitted to the Physics Department of the Engineering School (IST) of
the Technical University of Lisbon.

Application Application must contain: letter of motivation, detailed
curriculum vitae, transcripts of B.Sc./M.Sc./Ph.D. degrees and
classifications, and two reference letters. Application should be sent
by e-mail to NatÃ¡lia Antunes ( Natalia@lip.pt ).

For more information about the INFIERI Network:
http://www.apc.univ-paris7.fr/APC/Projets/INFIERI
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